LOOKS GOOD, FEELS GOOD, STAYS GOOD

Image shows close-up of a FT7961 Fog 38mm Formica Infiniti® worktop with a Formica Infiniti® Contour profile and matching splashback.
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Matte, no matter what
Formica Infiniti® Worktops are a luxurious matte surface solution, packed full of
properties specifically designed for the kitchen environment. Either coping with
little sticky fingers or creating a refined and elegant look that will impress any
dinner guest, Formica Infiniti® has the perfect combination of features that will
make your kitchen surfaces look good, feel good and stay good.
Absolute Matte - Low Light Reflectance

Soft Touch

Anti-Finger Print

Anti-Marking

Water Repellent

Anti-Microbial
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Maximum style,
minimum effort
Formica Infiniti® Worktops have a highly engineered and technologically advanced
surface, offering a sleek and low lustre contemporary finish that exudes a timeless
visual appeal. As the focal point of the home, the kitchen demands worktops that
not only look good, but stand the test of time, offering the protection you need for
your kitchen surfaces.
Its soft touch, matte appearance enhances the kitchen space whilst anti-mark
technology preserves the look of the worktops throughout the day, as well as
delivering durability and longevity over the life of your kitchen.
Introducing Formica Infiniti® Worktops, a new generation of kitchen work surfaces,
with infinite possibilities.

Image shows close-up of a FT7961 Fog 38mm Formica Infiniti® worktop with a Formica Infiniti® Contour profile.
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Looks good
Our specially developed technology diffuses light as it hits the surface, creating a
contemporary matte appearance, which is both effortlessly stylish and adds warmth
to any kitchen. We call it absolute matte.
This combined with a carefully selected palette of on trend muted colours, timeless
natural and man-made materials, means they work in harmony with other materials
and colours to enhance the look of your kitchen.
Formica Infiniti® Worktops are available in two edge formats;
Formica Infiniti® Contour - has been formed around the angular edge
to provide a seamless finish.
Formica Infiniti® Edge - is a square edge using matching edging,
to create clean, sharp lines.
Whatever your preference, shape your ideal look with Formica Infiniti® Worktops.

Image shows close-up of a FT6314 Neo Cloud Formica Infiniti® worktop.
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Feels good
Formica Infiniti® Worktops are not only visually striking but have a soft touch feel that
works together with the absolute matte look to radiate sumptuous quality.
The surface has been developed to have a moleskin-like texture that is smooth,
warm and silky to the touch, but has all the durability of a solid surface. This creates
a superior finish on worktops, splashbacks and upstands, and enhances the overall
luxurious feel of any kitchen space, making it warm and welcoming.

Image shows close-up of a FT6316 Neo Tornado 22mm Formica Infiniti® worktop with a Formica Infiniti® Edge profile.
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Stays good
Formica Infiniti® is all about style and simplicity for modern life, therefore despite
being absolute matte and soft to the touch, this surface performs when it matters
the most.
Formica Infiniti® Worktops are such a pleasure to touch, and we have included
anti-finger print, anti-microbial and water repellent properties into the surface.
Kitchen worktops are exposed to everything from mess created by little fingers
to water marks created from leaving a glass in the morning rush. So, even with
regular wear and cleaning, our worktops keep their looks for longer and remain
safeguarded throughout the day.
The technology inherent in the surface also protects it from accidental abrasions
delivering durability and superior longevity, so, year after year, your kitchen surfaces
remain as they were intended to be; looking and feeling good.

Image shows close-up of a FT2253 Diamond Black Formica Infiniti® worktop surface.
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Thanks to Formica Infiniti® Worktop’s advanced technology, even dark work surfaces like Diamond Black remain looking pristine, for that ultra-modern, high
fashion finish. The Infiniti technology enhances the illusion of depth – these surfaces will look like they have been created from stone materials. The darker the
colour, the more you will benefit from the anti-fingerprint technology, and the monolithic look of the black worktop is colour-coordinated with the same colour
upstand and contrasted by a glossy Wasabi splashback.
Images showcase a kitchen Interior featuring a FT2253 Diamond Black Formica Infiniti® worktop with a matching upstand, including close-up detail shots of the decor, the 22mm Formica Infiniti® Edge profile and the
Absolute Matte surface.
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Quartz effect surfaces are adaptable, stylish and easy to use; the Neo series in Formica Infiniti® reinvents this familiar pattern with a subtle three-dimensional
fleck texture, broken up with elegant veining. You could opt for a square edge or contoured worktop, with a matching splashback making
a stunning design statement.
Images showcase a kitchen Interior featuring a FT6314 Neo Cloud Formica Infiniti® worktop with a matching splashback, including close-up detail shots of the decor, the 22mm Formica Infiniti® Edge profile and the Absolute Matte surface.
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Texture is an essential part of the design process, we touch a surface and it touches us. Formica Infiniti® stands for a new generation of smooth, absolute
matte finish. This modern surface adds a sensorial dimension to your individual kitchen style, with no reflections detracting from the beauty of the colour.
Images showcase a kitchen Interior featuring a FT7961 Fog Formica Infiniti® worktop and breakfast bar with a complimentary FT7837 Graphite splashback, including close-up detail shots of the decor, the 38mm Formica Infiniti® Contour
profile and the Absolute Matte surface.
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Formica Infiniti® Worktops are ideal for a variety of kitchen styles, from minimalist modern to timeless elegance, and visually from vintage to high-tech.
The matte appearance and subtle patterns blend easily with other materials in the room, allowing you to mix timber flooring with stainless steel appliances.
Formica Infiniti’s light-diffusing matte surface creates an intriguing contrast with high gloss materials.
Images showcase a kitchen Interior featuring FT6316 Neo Tornado Formica Infiniti® worktop and breakfast bar, including close-up detail shots of the decor, the 22mm Formica Infiniti® Edge profile and the Absolute Matte surface.
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Formica Infiniti® Worktops in Nero Grafite brings together the elegance of black marble with luxurious large white veining, paired with a low lustre, silk touch
surface for a truly contemporary look. With a straight edge, it creates a clean, sharp line.
Images showcase a kitchen Interior featuring a FT9485 Nero Grafite Formica Infiniti® worktop, including close-up detail shots of the decor, the 22mm Formica Infiniti® Edge profile and the Absolute Matte surface.
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With delicate marbling, warm colours and featuring the soft-to-the-touch Absolute Matte finish, the grey Neo Cyclone offers an enduring and durable work
surface which has anti-microbial and anti-fingerprint technology as standard. Grey is the new beige in kitchens, and growing in popularity, as it offers
versatility and flexible choices.
Images showcase a kitchen Interior featuring FT6315 Neo Cyclone Formica Infiniti® worktop with a complementary White FT0949 splashback, including a close-up detail shot of the 38mm Formica Infiniti® Contour profile.
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Styled and shaped to suit
Formica Infiniti® Worktops are available with two edge options;
soft rounded edges or clean square edges. This subtle difference in worktop
edging can create different aesthetics within the kitchen space.

Formica Infiniti® Contour
Formica Infiniti® Contour is a rounded profiled edge with a subtle curve available
on all worktops and breakfast bars within the Formica Infiniti® Worktops range.

38mm thickness with a curved edge

Formica Infiniti® Edge
Formica Infiniti® Edge is an ultra-modern 22mm thick square edge, allowing for
clean lines and the creation of bespoke component shapes.

22mm thickness with a square edge
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Image shows close-up of a FT8830 Elemental Concrete in Absolute Matte as a Formica Infiniti® breakfast bar.
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Range to view

White
FT0949

Absolute Matte

Fog
FT7961

Absolute Matte

Graphite
FT7837

Absolute Matte

Diamond Black
FT2253

Absolute Matte

Carrara Bianco
FT6696

Absolute Matte

Nero Grafite
FT9485

Absolute Matte

Elemental Concrete
FT8830

Absolute Matte

Elemental Graphite
FT8833

Absolute Matte

Neo Cloud
FT6314

Absolute Matte

Neo Tornado
FT6316

Absolute Matte

Neo Cyclone
FT6315

Absolute Matte

Washed Knotty Ash
FT6438

Absolute Matte
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Size and availability
38mm Infiniti Contour
Decor

Code

Texture

Carrara Bianco

FT6696

Diamond Black

FT2253

Elemental Concrete

Worktop

Breakfast Bar

22mm Infiniti Edge
Worktop

Edging

Breakfast Bar

ABS Strip

Splashbacks

Upstands

3600 x 600 x 38mm

3600 x 900 x 38mm

3600 x 600 x 22mm

3600 x 900 x 22mm

3600 x 28 x 1mm

3030 x 1210 x 6mm

3000 x 100 x 20mm
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UK manufacturing at its best
All Formica Infiniti® worktops, breakfast bars and splashbacks from this range are produced here in the UK, benefitting from a heritage which spans decades
and the expertise of a global leader in quality surfaces. Formica Infiniti® Worktops - like all our other products - is manufactured using innovative techniques,
leading technology and by knowledgeable staff, so you can be sure that it delivers and lives up to its reputation.

Surface quality is guaranteed
Lifetime Guarantee
This guarantee covers any laminate worktop found to be defective in either material or manufacture from the date of installation. Colour and surface finish should be compatibility checked before fitting
as we cannot accept claims for re-fitting resulting from a mis-match of colour or surface finish. The Installation and Maintenance Guide (supplied with the worktop) must be kept by the end user to
validate any guarantees.
Exceptions to the guarantee - Formica Infiniti® Surfacing for Worktops:
Formica Infiniti® worktops benefit from unique aesthetics and multi-functional attributes, such as anti-fingerprint and anti-microbial properties, provided by our next generation resin system.
Additional care must be taken with the unique attributes associated with the Formica Infiniti® products and we are unable to accept responsibility for deterioration due to ordinary wear and tear.
Please refer, and adhere to, the Formica Infiniti® Worktops: Installation and Maintenance guide (provided with your worktop), which includes sections on ‘Things to do and Things to avoid’ and
a ‘Cleaning guide’ for your Formica Infiniti® worktop.
Upstands and Splashbacks
Formica Infiniti® upstands and splashbacks carry a 10-year guarantee. This guarantee covers any upstand or splashback
found to be defective in either material or manufacture for up to 10 years from the date of installation.
Quality Assured
All Formica Infiniti® worktops are strictly manufactured in accordance with British and European standards to ensure they
meet exacting modern kitchen requirements. Specific features incorporated into the worktop increase their resistance to
heat, impact, moisture and scratching.
Take care of your Formica Infiniti® worktop
To help to keep your Formica Infiniti® worktop in perfect order, we offer the Formica Group After Care Kit, which includes:
• Formica Super Matte cleaner and micro-fibre cloth
• Melamine foam sponges
• Acetone cleaner
• Cleaning instructions.
Please ask your worktop supplier for more information.

Image shows close-up of a FT2253 Diamond Black in Absolute Matte as a Formica Infiniti® breakfast bar.
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For samples:

formica.com
0191 622 0101
samples.uk@formica.com

Formica, the Formica Anvil Device and Formica Infiniti are registered trademarks of The Diller Corporation.
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